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The modern computer mouse usually has three elements, the left and right buttons, and 
the scroll wheel in the middle.  Touch pads are similar, but the scrolling is done by 
dragging on an area of the pad (which is often marked with a line, and is usually to the 
right of the pad). 
 
Any word can easily be selected (highlighted) by double clicking with the left button on 

the word.  If you want to highlight a whole paragraph, click the left mouse button three times on any text in 
the paragraph. 
 
Clicking with the right button brings up a menu, which is specifically related to the area on which you have 
clicked.  If you click on a word, besides being able to copy it, you will also be able to check its spelling, and look 
up synonyms.  If you click on a picture, the menu will give you options for formatting the picture, wrapping 
text round it and more.  Clicking on a file icon will give you an option to open, delete, rename, or create a 
shortcut for that file.  Right clicking on a link on the internet will allow you to open the link in a new window or 
tab, thus keeping the original site open.  If you are ever unsure of what to do with something, right click it and 
check out its menu. 
 
 If you right click on a file or text, and drag it, you will be given the option to move or copy that file or text to 
the new place.   
 
Double click the left mouse button on the title bar of any window to make it half size, and double click on the 
bar again to revert to the full sized window.   
 
The scroll wheel in the middle of the mouse lets you scroll up or down the page.  To scroll down, roll the wheel 
backwards (towards you).  To scroll up to teh top of the page, roll the wheel forwards (away from you). 
 
You can use the scroll option to zoom in and out of a web page, Word document, spreadsheet, etc.  Hold down 
the CTRL key and scroll up to zoom in, or scroll down to zoom out. 
 
You can move back a page when browsing the internet by holding down the shift key and scrolling down.  To 
move forward one page, hold down shift key and scroll up.  This is the same as using the back and forward 
arrows at the top left of the screen, but if you are already holding your mouse to scroll around the page, you 
might find it easier to continue using the mouse to change pages. 
 
If your mouse has buttons on the side, these can be programmed as you wish (check your mouse’s manual), 
but the default is that the button on the left side goes back on a web site. 
 
You can change the properties of your mouse by going to the Control Panel and selecting Mouse Properties.  
Here, you can change the shape of the mouse pointer, make it bigger and blacker (especially useful on laptops) 
or have the arrow leave a trail to make it easier to see.  You can also change the motion speed, and change the 
button functions to make it easier for a left handed user.  A useful feature is Snap To; if you enable this, it will 
automatically move your mouse to buttons that appear in a dialogue box.  For example, if you delete a file or 
close a window you may get a prompt asking if you are sure you want to do that.  With Snap To, the mouse 
cursor automatically moves to the OK button, so all you do is click the mouse button if you agree.  Of course, 
you can just as easily press the Enter key, or the ‘Y’ key instead of clicking on the OK button. 
 
So many options, as ever, for doing the same thing.  In computing, the most important thing is doing that 
which comes most naturally, but you might like to try some of the above to see if they make a difference for 
you. 
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Not just for the Terrified! 
We run a range of courses, a computer club, and individual training, either one-off sessions or a series, at a 

pace to suit you. See our web site or contact us for further details. 
 


